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Conferencing Suite - Description

Conferencing Suite is an Advanced International Communication service that allows audio and video
conferencing to be managed and integrated into the company's VOIP environments.

Audio

Video

Interpreter

Event

AdvantagesConnect

USABILITY connected with: Equipped Video Rooms, PC, LapTop, Tablet, Smartphone, Multiple Viewers

Unique Client for simultaneous access Voice and data IP, ISDN, SIP, H323, with voice access "to and from" over 40 COUNTRIES 
permanently connected, equipped with centrex included in skipe, webex

INVITE via Email on ^ instant call ^ in Telepresence, multilingual online interpreters, webinars and major events (e.g. 
investor relations, global kickoff)

API exhibition for VERTICAL Markets, connects other environments, VOIP systems and applications, to project

Service with TLS, SRTP, H235 standards, with 128-bit AES encryption keys

Operator Assistance, Configuration, Report, Orchestration, in language, included in the license

4K HD Video Conference with contemporaneity of 100 users extendable to 200 with adaptive SW with respect to the available 
band;

QUALITY

COMPATIBILITY

USER EXPERIENCE

INTEGRATION

SECURITY

CONTROL ROOM

On line

https://www.sparkleconferencing.com

Healthcare Field Services

Finance Education
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Conferencing Suite :  WHERE

In horizontal operating contexts in:

 Multi-site international conferences (access from +40 countries);
 Geographically widespread information events with high participation;
 Voip environments to evolve towards value services;

In vertical application contexts:

 for request of high definition of the interchanged contents;
 organization of widespread events with the possibility of online translations;
 for widespread maintenance areas;
 for cross-border telemedicine;
 for multi-site training rooms;
 for advanced professional services such as interpreting.
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Conferencing Suite : PRICING DETAILS

AUDIO
Per Room Per minutes

Price per room
Packages of 5-10-20-50 rooms
Unlimited minutes
Audio coverage from 40 countries
contemporary participants from 25 to 200

Price per packageper sala
Package from 10.000 minuti to 1 miliones minutes
Unlimited numbers rooms
Audio coverage from 40 countries
contemporary participants from 25 to 200

VIDEO Standard A Progetto

Price per Basic or Full (basic + H323/SIP)
packages from 5 rooms
Unlimited minutes
Copertura in 40 Paesi
Audio coverage from 40 countries
contemporary participants from 25 to 200
Options H323, (for equipped rooms) – Recording –
Operator assistance

Vertical applications development,
On premisesVidyorouters, gateways,recorders
Conferencing room design
Massive virtual events,
linguistic interpreting services
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In virtual communication, almost never really alternative solutions are compared.

The solutions are often TOTALLY different, with some points in common, such as the conference

Competition:

How to deal with a client who is using a different conference service

Step 1) Analysis:

Table of functions offered;

Main elements of differentiation;

Step 2) Emphasize other values added beyond the Video:

VIDEO is only ONE of the services used to communicate remotely,

the predominant share of the world market communicates in AUDIO.

Analysis
Microsoft Teams,                   Cisco Spark,                           Zoom, Bluejeans

Sparkle, compared to other competitors, does not only offer VIDEO.

Sparkle offers a SUITE of conference services that can be integrated into the customer environment.

AUDIO is our spearhead both in terms of price and associated performance thanks to the distinctive feature of being enablers of 
communication by cables unlike OTTs.
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Positioning focused on personalization in the customer's home, also desired by our partner Vidyo / Enghouse, in order not

to incur a price war or comparison of details.

MAIN DIFFERENCES

Branding and personalization on the Client Conferencing Suite can be partial or total thanks to the API;

Integration into customer applications, Vidyo I / O (unique feature in the sector)

Flexibility in the offer, for room, contemporaneity of use, on a project, in house, in the cloud ...

No fees for registering endpoints to the cloud

Possibility to have also on-premises or mixed solutions (unique feature in the sector)

Possibility to have machines on the Sparkle network (unique feature in the sector)

Possibility of creating trusts between tenants, (unique feature in the sector) each company is independent, but more

companies can be consortium and users can see and call each other online

Possibility to implement a dial out from the video room (unique feature in the sector)

Helpdesk ON LINE service customizable on the Customer

Competition:
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HIGHLIGHT

1. Possibility to create solutions with home or hybrid infrastructures.

Highly appreciated maximum security solution. Furthermore, even when the service is in the cloud, without machines in the customer's home,

the service can actually be provided on the customer's own network, the Sparkle network, a unique specificity in the market.

2. API availability.

Development of customizations to create vertical solutions such as those already developed in the vertical markets in the field of finance and

healthcare making Vidyo technology the only possible solution for those who want to integrate video into a proprietary solution

3. Ability to confederate contracts.

The groups of companies while managing the contracts individually can:

See and call other users from other companies, as if they were one reality, thanks to the confederation of the tenants of the individual

companies

Competition:
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ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS

Emblematic case where we must keep in mind that we are talking about two COMPLETELY different services.

Teams is the classic Microsoft service, intended to manage the entire work area of the user, from Office 365 to email, to the calendar, to end up with the video
conference. This indicates first of all that the Conferencing suite cannot and must NOT REPLACE Teams, but to support it to make up for its shortcomings.

It is impossible for a video conferencing service to replace a service that manages the user's desk. On the other hand, it is the same MS that allows Teams to
integrate third-party video services, precisely because of the specific gaps of its native video service

Teams has some shortcomings, missing features.

Present these features that can be useful and therefore create the NEED for a service like Conferencing Suite.

MAINLY

 Teams cannot be dispensed from machines in the customer's home

 Teams does not offer APIs for customization on specific applications

 Teams does not offer phone numbers to access the video in audio conference. With conferencing we have an elastic offer on telephone numbers, we can
add new ones on request and in a very short time

 Teams has other third-party video services in the add-on apps, demonstrating that pure video is NOT its business.

 Teams does not have the Vidyo app due to the specific choice of Vidyo / Enghouse

 H323 connections are only possible with Teams certified legacy devices, not all

 Teams has the classic Microsoft helpdesk, absolutely lacking and in some contexts non-existent

Conferencing Suite     vs Microsoft Teams
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ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS

Today on the market there is: Cisco Spark; Cisco Webex Meetings, Cisco Webex Teams.

Since acquiring the solution, Cisco has changed the service by changing its name and specifications.

In this context, we will talk generically about the Webex service.

Webex was born as a collaboration, document sharing service to which videoconferencing functionality had been added.

It remains very powerful as a collaboration service, but has never closed the gap from the conference point of view.

Webex is an employee collaboration tool where video conferencing between users is functional at work. The video service is supportive.

It is necessary to sensitize the customer on the specifications relating to video and HD quality, if quality is an essential factor, the NEED of a service such as the
Conferencing Suite is born.

MAINLY

 Cisco does not offer an "on premise" solution, it is always and only in the cloud

 Cisco does not offer APIs for using multivideo on specific applications

 Cisco does not offer phone numbers for accessing the conference video

 The presence version is not included in the Meeting version

 Conferencing suite has an elastic offer on telephone numbers, we can add new ones on request and in a very short time

 Spark has the classic Cisco helpdesk, valid for large companies with direct contact to sales, but non-existent single user side

Conferencing Suite     vs Cisco Spark
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ANALYSIS

STRENGTHS

Zoom presents itself as a direct competitor, both commercially and technically.

It is a very well studied and created video conferencing service, with many features even if often totally useless for the average user, but which can make the
service complicated.

Zoom has some shortcomings with missing features. It is here that we can and must sensitize the customer to see if these features can be useful to him and
therefore create the NEED for a service like Conferencing Suite.

MAINLY

 Zoom cannot be delivered by machines in the home

 Zoom offers APIs for customization on specific applications, but to a limited extent

 Zoom has huge security gaps, articles here and here

 Zoom does not have a flexible offer on telephone numbers, we can add new ones on request and in a very short time

 Zoom has the classic contact helpdesk functional to open tickets but practically not available to solve problems;

 Zoom does not have a multilingual helpdesk, it has few actual resellers with little localized support with a real difficulty of technical / commercial interface

Conferencing Suite     vs Zoom 
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ANALYSIS

I

STRENGTHS

Bluejeans is also the classic video conferencing service. Apparently it presents itself as a direct competitor and in fact it can be considered an alternative.

Bluejeans has few gaps in the videoconferencing field, but also in this case there are missing functionalities, besides having large audio gaps; it is here that we
can and must sensitize the customer to see if these features can be useful to him and therefore create the NEED for a service like Conferencing Suite.

MAINLY

 Bluejeans cannot be dispensed from machines in the home

 Bluejeans does not offer APIs for customization on specific applications

 Many features are not included in the basic package: H323, messaging, branding

 Bluejeans does not have a very flexible offer on telephone numbers, we can add new ones on request and in a very short time

 Bluejeans does not manage limited bandwidth quality

 Bluejeans has the classic helpdesk for open tickets but not available to solve the issue

 They are little present in the countries. Resell through partners,

Conferencing Suite     vs Bluejeans
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SPARKLE ZOOM TEAMS CISCO BLUEJEANS
PRE CONFERENCE

Reservation tool $

Scheduling √ √ √ √ √

Outlook integration √ √ √ √ √

API $

ACCESS

International Dial-in √ $ $$ $$ $

Toll Free Dial-in √ $ $$ $$ $

IOS Mobile device √ √ √ √ √

Android Mobile device √ √ √ √ √

Free Mobile App √ √ √ √ √

H323/sip codec √ √ √ √ √

*only MS Team certified devices

IN CONFERENCE

Concurrent Guests Minimum Configuration 16 100 250 50 50

Concurrent Guests Maximum Configuration 200 100 250 200 100

Q&A √ √ √ √ √

Lecture mode √ √ √ √

Security lock √ √ √ √ √

HD quality √ √ √ √ √

4K quality √ √ √ √ √

Recording √ √ √ √ √

Presence √ √ √ √ √

Collaboration √ √ √ √ √

Interpreter $
Chat √ √ √ √ √

POST CONFERENCE

On line reporting √ √ √

HELPDESK

On line operator support √

Multilanguage support √ √ √ √ √

Italian support √

Assisted Service $

INFRASTRUCTURE

In cloud √ √ √ √ √

On site $

Hybrid $

Features
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Data as of December 2015

Thank you 

Unlimited

Everywhere 

Conferencing Suite


